
34 % 
of French "départements"

GRASSROOTS ORGANISATIONS
 

Our organisations operate in 34 French departments, with 8 000 prostituted persons  whether
it be in meeting on places of prostitution, through unconditional support  and/or towards

leaving prostitution, raising awareness of the sex buyers arrested for the offence of resorting to
prostitution, training, prevention and sensitisation

 

 ALONGSIDE PROSTITUTED PERSONS
Our organisations work alongside prostituted persons. As actors of the decisions that concern

them, prostituted persons testify, and take active part in the collective discussions on the
actions to be undertaken. 

. 

WITH SURVIVORS OF PROSTITUTION
In the same logic, suvivors of prostitution are involved in FACT-S as experts of the prostitution

system and activists  so that the voice of the majority can be heard.
.

A COLLECTIVE VOICE
The aim of the Federation of Actors thus formed, is to make the reality of the prostitution

system known, through the actions and testimonies of those who are most familiar with this
reality. This federation is abolitionist, feminist, apolitical and non-confessional..

+ de 8000
persons met each year

+ de 3000
persons supported

2/3
of exit programmes since 2017

230
staff

NEARLY 500
volunteers

1/3 
of "departmental commissions"

1/3
sensistisation trainings on the
pruchase of a sexual act



The recognition of prostitution as a form of violence, in a particular a violence against women, it thus aims at the full decriminalisation of

prostituted persons;

the creation of new rights in their favour, including an exit programme as a pathway out of prostitution, financial assistance of 330 euros per

month for a maximum of 3 years, socio-professional support (French courses for example) and a provisional residence permit for 6 months,

renewable 3 times. This residence permit can be obtained without having to denounce the pimp / exploiter. This programme also offers help in

accessing social housing or a place in a hostel. Medical support (physical and mental health) can also be provided. The exit programme of

prostitution is offered to beneficiaries for a maximum of 2 years, subject to compliance with certain conditions, including the complete cessation of

all prostitution activity;

The shift of the criminal burden through the prohibition of the purchase of sexual acts punishable by a fine of up to 3,750 euros and/or participation

in an awareness-raising course on the realities of the prostitution system;

The strengthening of the fight against pimping, especially pimping on the Internet ;

Raising public awareness on the realities of prostitution and the dangers of the commodification of the body in order to change society's view of

prostitution.

The law of 13 April 2016 provides five key areas of action:

The achievements of the law

Better enforcement of the law against the purchase of sexual acts:

After a slow and difficult start, FACT-S organisations are seeing a real increase in the implementation of the law in their territories.

Between 2016 and 2020, 5,000 sex buyers  have been arrested. In May 2020, 400 sex buyers have taken part in the awareness-raising

programmes set up by the law. Although these numbers are low, the evolution of the figures is nevertheless encouraging: in 2017, only one

sex buyer sensitisation programme took place, while in 2019, 5 programmes have been regularly established each month.

A start of awareness on the part of sex buyers who have been arrested

Awareness-raising courses for clients stopped by the police are thus slowly developing.  These courses have a real impact on the men who attend:

most of them arrive with many clichés about prostitution ("the oldest profession in the world", "some have chosen, are free", "they like it", "we have

sexual needs", etc.). However, through exchange and discussion, they are led to reflect on their behaviour and often leave with their certainties: "We

are the ones who perpetuate this injustice"; "what we inflict on them is inhuman", "we are the ones who make the system work, we have to stop it "*. 

 



The effectiveness of exit programmes:

The first exit programmes have been completed and the people who benefited from them are now living a new life. In June 2020, 395

people had already been taken in charge on an exit programme. Among those who finished the programme, 87.5% now have a stable

job.  This tool of support created by the law is now proving its effectiveness : when it is implemented, the measure is demonstrating

results and changing the lives of the beneficiaries.

A law that strengthens the fight against pimping:

The 2016 law puts an emphasis on the fight against pimping. Through better training of law enforcement officers, as well as cooperation

between police and victims of prostitution, made possible by the decriminalisation of the latter, the law aims to put an end to the

impunity of pimps, networks or any intermediary between victims of prostitution and sex buyers. This new impetus is already beginning

to bear fruit: a 54% increase in proceedings for pimping and combating human trafficking has been noted between 2016 and 2020. 

 Compensation for victims of prostitution and trafficking has increased sevenfold in four years. 

Towards a collective consciousness

Thanks to the law, the perception of prostitution is evolving. The stereotypes that sex buyers have on prostituted women are being

debunked and the public views on prostituted persons are changing. In the eyes of the law, prostituted persons are no longer criminals

but victims of sexual violence. On the field, social workers and volunteers of FACT-S organisations note that prostituted persons are

more incline to press charges and publicly denounce the violence and abuse.  Recent convictions show that their voices are also more

and better taken into account by the justice system: in June 2019, a sentence of 7 years in prison for a man convicted of two rapes of on

prostituted women** ; in October 2019, from 3 to 9 years in prison for seven men who robbed and assaulted prostituted persons...***.

In January 2019,  as the French Constitutional Court examined a "question prioritaire de constitutionnalité" (a complaint) against the

purchase of sexual acts, 78% of French people, surveyed by IPSOS, said they supported the law of 13 April 2016 and were opposed to its

repeal. The people interviewed said to be aware of the violence in prostitution and agreed with the law that it "should not be possible to

buy access to the body and sexuality of others" ****. Thus, it appears the change sought for by the law of April 2016 is taking roots in

French society. Nevertheless, our organisations draw attention to the need to pursue efforts and to go further in the application of the

law. Wherever it is implemented, Law 2016-444 is working, giving results and changing the lives of victims. 

.

 

 



The law of 13 April 2016, a big step forward equality between women and men,

human dignity and the fight against violence against women.

 To decriminalize all prostituted persons.

 To provide an access to an exit programme from prostitution for all prostituted persons.

Protection and support for all victims, French and foreigners

THE 5 PILLARS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW

 To refuse the exploitation of the vulnerability others by
 prohibiting the purchase of sexual acts.

 To establish a national prevention, education and training policy on prostitution
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RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016

The primary effect of the
2016 law is the
decriminalisation of
prostituted persons. 

1/ DECRIMINALISATION OF
PROSTITUTED PERSONS

During the 10 years
before the adoption of
the law, an average of
2.000 prostituted
persons were penalised



395 exit programmes
implemented between
2017 and 2020. The latest
figures indicate 500 exit
programmes.

2/ EXIT PROGRAMMES
/ REINTEGRATION

Implementation of Exit programmes 

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016

These programmes work,
but need to be multiplied
by 10.



87.5% of the people
supported by FACT-S
member organisations
who have completed
their exit programmes
are currently employed. 

A successful model of socio-professional reintegration 

Professional status of the 

accompanied persons at the 

end of the exit programme  

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016

2/ EXIT PROGRAMMES
/ REINTEGRATION



The law grants a
residence permit for
protection to foreign
victims who are starting
an exit programme. 

3/ PROTECTION FOR
ALL VICTIMS

Administrative situation of persons supported by the Amicale du Nid 

when they first apply for an exit programme
 

A law that creates new rights for the most vulnerable

Obtaining a residence permit as part of the exit programmes  

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016



Between 2016 and
2018, nearly 5,000 sex-
buyers have been
penalised. 

4/ TARGETING THE
DEMAND - PENALISING
SEX BUYERS

Targeting the demand to fight pimping and

trafficking networks

 
The offence of resorting

to prostitution 
 

1.500€ fine 

3.750€ in the event of recidivism

7 Maximum years of imprisonment in case of aggravating

circumstances

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016



Targeting the demand to fight pimping and

trafficking networks
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4/ TARGETING THE
DEMAND - PENALISING
SEX BUYERS

Between 2016 and
2018, nearly 5,000 sex-
buyers have been
penalised. 



Survivors are at the
frontline of the
implementation of the
sensitisation workshops.
Their interventions have
a significant impact on
the sex-buyers.

Targetting the demand to fight pimping

and trafficking networks 

100% 60%
 

Married / in a relationship

70%
 

"Family men"
 

Men

Penalised sex-buyers who participated in a training course 
on the fight against the purchase of sexual acts

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016

4/ TARGETTING THE
DEMAND - PENALISING
SEX BUYERS

1/3
of sensitisation programmes to the fight
against the purchase of a sexual act is co-
organised by the members of FACT-S



The repression of pimping
and trafficking is essential
to the success of the law,
as is access to justice for
the victims of pimping and
trafficking networks. 

4/ FIGHT AGAINST
NETWORKS AND ACCESS
TO JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS

Encouraging results in the fight against criminal

networks and access to justice for victims

+54 % Procedures against pimps. 

2.35M€ Confiscated and reinvested in
protection and rehabilitation
for  victims of prostitution

7X More compensations / reparations  for
victims of prostitution and trafficking

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016



Mentalities are beginning
to change, but public
awareness campaigns are
needed.

5/ PREVENTION -
TRAINING - EDUCATION 

 Despite the fake-news, mentalities on 

prostitution are starting to change

 National survey from January 2019 

78%People who think the law is "a good thing":

84%

81%
Women seeing prostitution as
violence 
against women:

18-24 year olds in favour of
maintaining the law:

RESULTS OF THE FRENCH ABOLITIONIST LAW SINCE 2016



1  AN ALTERNATIVE TO PROSTITUTION FOR ALL
Multiplying and improving exit programmes

 To multiply by 10 the number of exit programmes

 To extend the exit programme to one year, renewable once, as well as the related rights: provisional residence permit
(APS) and financial aid (AFIS)

 To remind the commissions of the only condition for access to the exit programme : the wish to leave prostitution.

 To Increase the AFIS to the level of the RSA and create a transitional pre-exit programme allowance.

  To make a proposal for accommodation from the pre-exit programme phase.

  To train all professionals in contact with actual or potential victims.

  To financially support unconditional assistance to victims, including outside the exit programme system.

  To prohibit municipal by-laws that contravene the spirit of the law by maintaining a form of repression of
prostituted persons.

Grassroots Abolitionist organisations are receiving more and more requests for exit

programmes. The process and results of the latter seem to be better known by persons

in prostitution. The covid19 health crisis has also led to an increase in these requests. In

2020, the Mouvement du Nid received 130 requests for accompaniment and 35 requests

for exit programmes, a number of requests far superior to the organisation's capacity. 

The Amicale du Nid, on the other hand, has several hundred people waiting to benefit

from exit programmes. Furthermore, some commissions limit the number of exit

programme requests and are only prepared to examine a small number of files. All

these factors greatly limit the effectiveness of the law. For this reason, the FACT-S

collective proposes the following recommendations:

"During the lockdown, everything
came back into my head, it was
very difficult. Prostitution is so

violent. And everything around it
too. At the end of the lockdown, I
went to see the Amicale du Nid, I

explained everything,
I was ready for the CNDA".

A*



FINANCIAL 
SUPPORT
6 768 € 

1
TAX EVASION

853 millions €

1

HUMAN COST FOR
PROSTITUTED PERSONS

2
311 millions €

SOCIAL INDIRECT
CONSEQUENCES

3

306 millions €

SOCIAL DIRECT
CONSEQUENCES

4

58 millions €

NON-MEDICAL DIRECT
COSTS

5
35 millions €

DIRECT MEDICAL COSTS6
86 millions €

ACCOMMODATION2
12 775 €*

TRAINING3
3 800 €**

SOCIAL SUPPORT4
4 500 €***

PSYCHOLOGICAL
SUPPORT5
2 400 €

COST OF EXITING
PROSTITUTION

ANNUAL COST FOR ONE
PERSON IN AN EXIT

PROGRAMME

30 243 € per year per exit programme
60 486 € for a 24 months exit programme

Necessary amount for 40 000 prostituted persons:
 

2,41 billion euros
 

241 million euros per year over 10 yearss

ECONOMIC 
& FISCAL 

DAMAGES OF 
PROSTITUTION

ANNUAL COST OF
PROSTITUTION FOR 

THE FRENCH SOCIETY****

 

 853 million in annual
economic and fiscal damage

 
8.53 billion over 10 years

**** Mouvement du
Nid/Psytel,  ProstCost -
Estimation du coût
économique et social de la
prostitution en France, mai

2015.

* 35 euros par nuit et par personne (sur la base du
projet de loi des finances PLF 2019.
** Coût annuel d'un CAP.
*** Hypothèse basse in : Willaert Patricia (IGA),
Puccinelli Amélie (IGA), Gay Catherine (IGJ),
Steinmetz Patrick (IGJ), Gervais Valérie (IGAS),
Loulergue, Pierre (IGAS), Evaluation de la loi du 13
avril 2016 visant à renforcer la lutte contre le
système prostitutionnel et à accompagner les
personnes prostituées, Inspection générale des

affaires sociales (IGAS), Inspection générale de
l’administration (IGA), Inspection générale de la
justice (IGJ), décembre 2019, p. 31.

0,241 1,6billions/year billions/year

COST OF EXITING
PROSTITUTION 

FOR 4000 PEOPLE

IT IS MORE EXPENSIVE TO MAINTAIN A SYSTEM OF OPPRESSION THAN TO END IT: 
WE HAVE A PLAN TO EMPOWER EACH PROSTITUTED PERSON IN FRANCE TO EXIT PROSTITUTION



  The State must commit itself to promoting a change in society's view of the
prostitution system by initiating, from 2021 onwards, awareness-raising campaigns
along two main lines.

AN AMBITIOUS NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
In order to change society's perception, the Government needs to commit2

To ensure that everyone everywhere, citizens, associations and social actors, and the victims
themselves, know that they have rights and that they can have access to them.

To raise awareness in society that buying a sexual act is imposing it. As long as men continue to
believe that they have a right of sexual access to women, equality between women and men remains
impossible.

 Include prostitution in all communications on violence
against women.  Strong communication messages on the
prostitution system must be issued by the Ministry in
charge of equality to change the way it is is perceived.

ACCESS TO

ACCOMMODATION
ACCESS TO RESOURCES ACCESS TO A RESIDENCY PERMIT



  Train and raise the awareness of law enforcement authorities so that the prosecution and arrest
of "clients" is applied throughout the country..

  To have a criminal policy instruction that systematises the arrest of sex buyers in the cases of
investigations of pimping  involving minors.

  To prevent and combat pimping in a more significant way, and in one adapted to the current
realities (pimping 2.0, filmed prostitution), in particular by strengthening the human and financial
resources for the fight against pimping.

NO IMPUNITY FOR SEX BUYERS AND PIMPS3

TO GENERALISE PREVENTION TO ENSURE A FUTURE WITHOUT
COMMODIFICATION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 

Emotional and sexual life education sessions integrating the issue of the dangers
of prostitution should be introduced on a generalised basis from the age of ten.
Pornography must be presented for what it is: filmed prostitution, neither artistic
creation nor sex education.

  To massively develop prevention among young people, to warn them of the realities and
dangers of the porn-prostitution system, an obstacle to equality between women and men.

4



A FINANCIAL EFFORT TO MATCH THE STAKES INVOLVED
2.4 billion over 10 years5

  Return to the SDFE the 14 million euros cumulated over 2017 and 2018 (seizure
of cases of human trafficking and pimping) not paid out to date for the fight
against the prostitution system.

  Grant specialised organisations a level of public funding that enables them to
fulfill their various missions while encouraging inter-ministerial co-financing.

  Call for more transparency on the amounts of criminal assets and property
seized by AGRASC in cases of pimping and trafficking in human beings and on
their use, so that these amounts are fully returned to the fight against the
prostitution system.

  To include 240 million € per year in a finance law for ten years so that 40 000
people in prostitution can be fully reintegrated into society.


